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One of the maxims often offered to beginning journalism students and

journalists, by their teachers and more experienced colleagues is, '"Know your

audience." The rationale apparently is'that ifOournalists "know" the demdgraphic

characteristics and interests of audience members, journalists will be able to

provi% de the kind of information the audience wants Ln an interesting,junderstandable

and entertaihing.fashion.

° k

R

If a news carrier is to ,erve Its audience fully, it must

-know 0..ecisely to whom" it is talking. Most'audiences have
well-defined Limitations,'interests and characteristics.1

(Mitchell ChaInley, REPORTING)

"It Fred Shook and Dan-Lattimore ha4 advised broadca5tjournalists to think of

the audience as just one'person instead of e "faceless mass,"but the authors do
,

think the "faceless'mass" shoyld be addresSed.
-4.

J1

Al
.

Anotfier consideration is the station's tar -audience, a .

% primary block of listeners or viewers'wi,th certain .

characteristics'of age, economics or life style that give
them a,somewhat common identily...These audience§ have
different'backgrouds, needs and interests and your writing
can take such factors into account,2

.

0

ip (THE BROADCAST NEWS PROCESS)

it
t

.

In addition to sery g he audience better, another reason for "knowing

your audience" is the increased circulation or ratings that are likely for, the

news carrier that best "knows" and mirrors the audiende's characteristics and

:4/' interests.

The reasons for knowing an audience seem clear enough, but the methods for

ascertaining the needed informatiOnClkio not. Charnley has reported that some
. /

audience, characteristics are obvious from casual observation. .rid'ompany others

can be obtained from such standard reference works as "encyclopedias, histories

and ce;sus publications;" however, some can be obtaine only by "painstaking

researCh."3
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Reasonably precise statistical data on the characteristics of

an-audience do seem relatively available; howeve , data on the interests of an

audiende do not. It could be to these interests that-Charnley was referring when

he mentioned that some-would take "painstaking research",to -obtain.

The purpose of this study was to conduct -some "painstaking "research" of the

audience for local television news to ascertain and analyze the degree of interest

in and preference for selected newscast elements.

The Federal Communications Commission requires televisi-on stations to survey

digklience thembers regularly to determine community needs, problems and interests.

'Thes'e ascertainmen,t studies do provide some insights, but often,cover b'road areas

of interest and relate more to public affairs than to news.

One of the'major recent studies of the audience for local television news was4

conducted by Mark Levy in Albany, New York.4 Levy found that about 75%, of the

audience members watched televisie,on news regularly. He discovered that people

watched one station over another for reason_ .,uch as "the quality oft the program.,

the program format and the newscasters(ACTIVE; ,,nd the channel was elt=tady on

and habit(PASSIVE)."

1_4vy also,found that, audience membershad developed five basic uses and

'gratifications associated with news viewing. They were "surveillance-reassurance,

cognitive orientation, dissatisfactions, affective orientation and diversion."

In other words, people were intereste0 in keeping up with the events and issues

of the day; in being reassured that life is not so bad, or,that things could be

wore; in oe; n btlinrhg information upon which to base.and ith which to support
vt.

opinions; in being excited, pass if led or relaxed; and fbe'ing entertained.'

Levy's findings she-d some light on audience interests, but the findings are

-somewhat genei=al. The purpose of this study was to attempt to ascertain more

specific data concerning the degree of audience,interest in s!ecific types of

news and information and the_audience members' preference for specific elements

found on local. television newscasts;
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METHOD

Television newscasts in San Diego, California were observed informally for

three years prior to the actual beginning of the formal research.period and during

that time, tentative model classification categories were developed; however, to

. forMalize the process, during the first week of February, 1979, two newscasts from

each of the three ritwork-affiliated stations, KFMB(CBS), KGTV(ABC) and KCST(NBC),

were selected at random and videotaped. The six newscasts were content analyzed

by two vanelS of three persons each. Based on these analyses and the conclusions

from the informal observation period, the following categories were develop7d:

Issues

-Unexpected Events

Entertainment

Banter

Sports

Weather

,

"Issues" was Operationally d %fined as stories which in some way helped

°people live better lives, make intelligent decisions and/or keeP up. with the

important issues of the day. Examples of typical "issues" stories included a

drop in local tourism and, some explanations for the drop, tips on how to conserve

gasoline, a pay Aispute between police officers and the city government and a
,64

strike at .a loCalaerospace plant.

"Unexpected Events" was defined as accounts of such spontaneous events as

individual acts of sex, crime, violence, tragedy or property damage with no

mention of issues related to the events. Examples of "unexpected events" stories

included a stabbing death, a traffic accident, a drug bust, a house fire and a

convenience store robbery.

"Entertainment" was defined as items which have traditionally been

identifieTas "soft news." These included such stories as a tongue-in-cheek

examination of the mating problems of two apes at the local' zoo, a day in the

5
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life of a costume 'designer, humorous

liked to fly.

at a science fair anda dog th.4T,

"Banter" was defined as discussions and joking between on-ai.r personalities

or between on-air people and,rgporters live in the field or in the studio,
, c * i .

"Sports" included specificaly identified sports,.segments oe' updatet.

"Weather" included specifically,ident:
1 ie eather segMents.or u.pdates.'

. ,
.. ,

.

The reliability of the categoriesjwa checked by having the two separate

, panelp place newscast elements in one randomly selected, one-hour newscast from

each station into the model categories.. This providedaa basis 'for 'compariSon of

the reliability of the categorization of 160 separate items. The percentage of

agreement on the placement of program elements.ito the six categories. was just

over 964.5 .

.

Several subcategOries were developed for fivg-)of the Major'categories. ,

..

Under "issues,".the subcategories included city council deciSiorts and actions,

board of supervisors decisions and actions, consumer-related stories,. i

education-related stories, 'and stories about business and the economy.6

Under "unexpected events," were stories about fires,robberies or

burglaries, trtiefiC accidents, murders, assaults or-A-apes and SWAT operations. 7

Under "entertairiment;°'wete restaurant reviews, movie reviews, personality
.

profiles and humorous features.

Under "sports," were high 'school, local college, national college, local
t

professional, national professional and participaticin sports(jogging, boating,.

fishing and similar activities).

Under "weather,," were local conditions, national conditions, local forecasts

and national forecasts.
/ .

After the categories and subcategories were developed, 400 phone numbers were

selected at random by a computer from the San Diega County Telephone Directory. All.

of the numberS were called and respondents were asked to rank order, by degree of

interest, the various categorjes and subcategories. Respondents were also asked

howlmuch they liked selected newscast elements; such as on-air joking and chatting

among newscasters, commentaries and newscaster combinations.

6
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. In all, 250 valid responSes were obtained and used in thOfinal analysis

(112'males'and 138. females).

FINDING
.7

About 726 of the respondents were under 4q years old: About 83% made

than` $25,000 per year.

Almost42% of the respondents reporte& teleNiisibn

of information about local events and

radio.
8"

'(SEE TABLE 1)-.- MT women

used newspap4s as dieir major source's for local

About 60% had at least some college training.

war _their major source

ssues, 29% said newspapers, 18% said

thin men usefrielevisi 'and more men than women

informa (X2= 8.6899, df=6,

less

p less than .19)
co'

Major SoUrces of Informatio for

TABL)E

Local .Events and Issues in Percent by Sex

TOTAL POPULATION MEN'' WOMEN

'Television 4.1.6 37.5 44.9

Aews6aperr 29.6 32.1 27.5

Radio 18.0 17.9

mbinations 6.8 \
) 6.2 7.4

0ther People 2.8 5.4 .7

Magazines 9 1.4

Just over,

more. About 172

evening newscast

regularly. More

(X2=5.95/$kdfl.-1,

,of the audience watched television news five times a week or,

watched a mid-day newscast. regularly. About 73% watched an

regu rly and more than 33% watched a late -night newscast

women Ithan'men watched evening newscasts regularly,

p leSs than ....01) but the differences between the number of

men and women Itho watched mid-day and late-night newscasts were not significant.

4
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About 22% of the respondents i))icked 15:00 p.m. as the best fime for a loca,1

television newscast. About 20% said.5:00 p.m., 1,4% said 11:00 p.m. and 11%

picked 5 0 p.m.' Evening neyscasts ir4 San Diego air at 5:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Late - night newscasts air at 11:00 p.m.

-AImost 302 of the respondents reported they watched one television stition,

for local neWstrather than another, becawse of the "quality" or "format" sa,f the

newscwt. About 28% said it was the "newscasters," 19% could not give a reason,

12% reported "habit" and 11% said ituas the "time" the Rewsdast aired., if the

reasons are grouped accOding toe Levy's "active" and "passive: definitions,4

"active" reasons wdre given significantly more often than "passive" reasons.

Women 41Le "newscasters" as a reason more often than gen did.and men reported

"no reason" more'often than women did. (X2=5V.803, df=4, less than .21)

In the general newscast content categoeies, the. re pondents ranked "issues"

first, followed by "unexpected events," "entertainment," "weather," "sportt" and

"banter." The."issues" category was ranked significantly higher than the rest

'And 'banter" was rankeb significantly lower than the rest. "Weather" and "sports"

were ranked significently lower than "unexpected events" -and "entertainment."

(SEE TABLE 2) Women ranked the categories in the sate prder as the total ample,

but men ranked sports ahead. of weather.

)\

;,TABLE 2

'Wank Ordering of Newscast Categoriesand Subcategories by SO

'TOTAL POPULATION

Issues 1

Unexpected Events 2

Entertainment 3

Weather'

Sports

Banter

5

(6

MEN

1

2

3

5

6

WOMEN

1

2

3

6

P
10

44

.20

. 14

:a3
. 00

1.79

ti
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vISSUES

Economy

Consumerism

Education

City Council

Board,of Supervisors

U

TOTAL POPULATION.

1

2

3
.

4

5

%IP

NEXPECT.D 'EVENTS

)
Robberies 1

SWAT Operations 2 11

Fires .a. .3

Muilders 4

Traffic Accidents 5

-1. Assaults/Rapes 6

'ANTERTAINMENT

Humorous Features'''. 1

MEN WOMEN

1 2

2 1

3 '3

4 4

5 5

1 1

2 3

3 4

4 4 2

5 6

6 5

1 1

2 3-

3 '
2 \

4 1 14

--
. PerSonalfiji Profilds 2

Movie Reviews 3

Restaurant Reviews 4
.

WEATHER

Local Conditions

Local Forecasts

.05

37
.06

.31

.55

.64

.61

.13

.14

.69
: -
'.08

,35R

.29

.94

.79

1 A .17

2 2 2 .53

National Conditions 3 A 3' 3 .79

National Forecasts 4 -4 -, 4 .28

SPORTS

Local Professional

National Pi-ofessional
_

Local College

National College,-/-

,Participation

High School

IOW

1

2

4

5.

6

1 1 -.55

2 2 .08

.3 3 46

4 5 c .11

5 4 .66

6 6 .28

9
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In the "issues" category, the respondents ranked stories about the

economy first, followed,by consumeri-sm, education, the city council and the

boqii0 of supervisors. tries about the economy and consumerism were ranked

significantly higher than the others. Men tanked the subcategories in the same

order as the total sample, but women ranked stories about consumerism ahead of

th- about the economy.

In the "unexpected events" category, the respondents ranked stories about

robberies first, followed by SWAT operations, fires, murders, traffic accidents

and assaults. Men ranked "the subcategories in the same order, but women ranked

stories about murders second, followed by SWAT operations, fires, assaults and
1

A traffic accidents. . ./ b-
..--r'

.

In he "entertainment" category, the respondents ranked humorous features

first, followed by personality profiles, movie reviews and restaurant reviews.

Restaurant reviews were rated significantly lower than the others. Men ranked

the subcategories. in the Came order-as- the total sample, but women ranked movie

reviews ahead of personality profiles.

4n the "weather" category, 66th men and women ranked information about

ion] -conditions first, followed by local forecasts, national conditions and

national forecasts. Lo al information was ranked significantly higher than

national informatiOn.

In the "sport " category, the respondents ranked stories about local

professionals first, followed by national professionals, local colleges,
?

national colleges, patticipation sports and high schools. Stories about

professiona-1-_,sports were ranked)higher than the rest and stories about

participation sports and high schools were ranked lower than the rest.

Men ranked the subcategories n the same order as the total sample, but women

ranked participation sports ahead-of national colleges.

Just over 450 of the 4.espondenIs reported they liked it when news.casters

joked and chatted among themselves.. About 27Z, disliked "happy talk." Women
00

liked-on-air joking and chattihg more than men did. (SEE TABLE 3)

41r

10
.1

2
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TABLE 3

Audience preferences Concerning .Selected Nayscast Elements in Percent by Sex

TOTAL POPULATION MEN WOMEN'

Joking/Chatting

Like 45.2

Neutral J ?7.2-

Dislike 27.6

News Commentaries

Like 55.2

Neutral 30.4

Dislike i 14.4

Sports Commentaries

Like 46.0

Neutral 3 2.8

Dislike .21.2

Sex of Main Anchor

Male 17.6

Female 8.4

No Preference 74.0

Number of News Anchors

One

. Two.

No Preference

17.6

35.2

47.2

Sex of Weathercaster

Male 29.6

Female 5.6

No Preference 64.8

Sex of Spdttscaster

Male 44.4

Fdtiale 5.2

No Preference 50.4

0

7

1

39.3

27.7

.33.o

61.6

27.7

10.7

1.8

4.8

13,4 ,

15.2

11.6

73.2

23.2

32.2

44.6.

26.8

7.1

50.0 .15.

26.8

23.2

50.0 .14

32.6

17.4

41.3 .02

31.2

27.5

19.6 .20

5.8

74.6

/-

13.0 .10

37.7

,49.3 I

31.9

4.3

63.8

38.5 .05

4.3

57.2

11)
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Slightly more than 55% of the respondents reported they liked news

commentaries. About 14Z disliked them. Men liked them more than women did.

About 46t of the respondents repqrted they liked sports conuilentaries.

About 21% disliked them. Men liked them more than women did,

About 757e, of the respondents had no real preference for either a male

or female. newscaster. Of those who had a preference, almoSt 68% preferred a

male. Women preferred male newscasters more than men did. In San Diego, all

main news anchors arc male. Two stations feature female co-anchors.

About 47% of the respondentS had no preference for either one or two

ews anchors. Qf those who had a preference, almost 671 preferred two. Women

preferred two news anchors more than men did. In'San Diego, two stations use
i

co-anchors.

About 65%.of the respondents had no preferen' for either a male or

'female weJithercaster. of those whohad a preferCn e, 84% preferred a male.

Again, women preferred male weathercasters more th.an men did. In San Diego,

all weathercasters are male, although some females have been featured on weekends.

Sli'ghtly more than 50% of the respondents had no preference for either. a

male or female sportscaster. Of those who had'a preference, almost

preferred a male. More men than women had a preference and more men than

women preferred _a female sportscaster. In San Diego, all sportscasters are

male, although one station fieatuvd a female spopeseaster on the weekends for

several years prior to tudy.
ow&

DISCUSSION

The gene 1 findings of this study support many of Levy's findings.

Television 's .the most important local information source for most people

and most ar regulari "acti-ve" television news viewers.
4.

Tha n purpose.of this study, though, was to examine the degree of

audience In serest and preference for specific newscast elements... Accordingly,

it was foun .t the audience was most interested in stories dealing wi,th the

economy an w to be a wiser consum&v. Stories about local government. actions

12
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apparvitly were not as, interesting. 'With tnepresent.state of theleconomy,

this' finding rrs prol;ably not that surprising.

Another-unsurprising finding was that the pipudience is highly interested

in unexpected events,. For years, unexpecte'd event coverage has taken'up large

portiOns'of local 'newscasts and_entertOnment proprams featur.ing.dramatized

versiorof,unexpected events' consistently have ehjoyed high ratings. 11

The'relatively firgh degree of interest in such events t,nd to confirmilhe
' /

so-called "fu'z-wuz" Oillosophy of marisi television joscalists.1?°

Entertainment-related stories'were ranked almost as high as unexpected ,

. . 4
.-

events. Appaeently the audience wants to keep up witwhat is happening in
. ..' 4 , .

the Community, -but also likes to be a'Musled and entertained -by stories, about.

off-beat people, places and things, show business personalities and humorou\

Jiappenings. ,The current' popularity of reality". entertainment p amine such

as -"That's Incredible'and "Real People," supports this fin 9 television

news philosophies of!lasing the doom and gloom" and "leaving t ghing"
,

apparentiif are eiffectNe ways to= build and maintain audience in erest.13

Sport's and weather were the least interesting aspects of local televi/sion

newscasts next to newscaster banter. Sports and weather tradiAionally*receive

the least newscast time on local stations, so producers and news directors

seem to know their audience well in this regard. It was not too surprising

that .1Ccal weather' information and local sports stories were more interesting

to audiepee members than national weather and sports.

While the audience members ranked "banter" lower than any of the other

major newscast categories, the respondents reported they liked, or at le

did not dislike, "happy talk." The audierice members also reported that they

liked news and-spors commentaries. Levy found this to be true in his research

as well.

Most of,2the respondents had no preference for either a male or female

newscaster, weathercaster or sportscaster, but of those who'did have a

preference, males were preferred in 6/cry case. These findings a're consistent

,

13
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with those of other researchers and are not that surprising, considering that

most on-air personalities in the San Diego market and in most other markets

are predominantly male..14

The differences betWeen men and women in their degree of interest in the

various newscast categories and subcategories and their preference for selected

newscast elements were not that great. Women were less interested than men in

sports, but were more interested in consumer - related stories, murders, assaults

and rapes.

More women than men liked "happy talk," but more men, than women liked

news and sports commentaries. Women had a greater preference for male

.
on-ai personaiities(except for sports) and for two newscasters instead of one.

Finally, more women than men indicated television was their major source of

local information and women watched television news more regularly. than did mew

Noting differences between male and female audience members is easy enough,

but explaining the differences is a bit more difficult. Some of the differences

can probably be attributed to the traditional roles that-men and women hae been

taught to.play and the things to which they have been encouraged to pay

attention. For example, menvUere more interested in sports and the economy.

These areas traditionally have been some of the things men are "supposed" to

be interested in. On the other hand, women were more interested in consumer-related

stories and in stories about crimes where, more often than not, women were victims.

There are at least two complicating factors in this study. One is whether

the respondents truthfully reported their intvests and preferences or whether

they told the university-related researchers what they thought the researchers `

wanted to hear.

Future research might attempt to alleviate the possible "Hawthorne Effect"

by devising ways to assure respondents of anonymity. Many were concerned about

how their "names" were selected. Even after being told that it was only their

phonaumbers and not their names, many clearly were concerned about what the

researchers would think of them.

14
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Another complicating factoriin the study is the-likelifflObd that the

interests and preferences-of the respondents were controlled, or at least

influenced, by the news the

/
s ations in San Diego presented and by how the

news was- presented. All of/ 4e newscast elements used in this study were

selected from what "wae g offered." What "should beAffered" or "could

be offered" was not include

. in other words, the conditioning effect of years of similar methods and

philosophies of news presentation may Have shaped the interests and preferences

of the San Diego audience. Respondents might have expressed different interests

and preferences had they been exposed to'different philosophies of news and
,

methods of newsyfesentation.

Future research mighit include an open-,end question concerning what
..

audience members 4uld.like to see on local television newscasts that is not

already beiryg offl.dred. In addition, elements from newscasts in other parts of

the countri might be included in:the survey, even though those elements are.not
:

found oninewsCasts in the locale being studied.

Despite its limitations and its "case study" nature, this study does help

'illuminate the degree of interest a typi.cal audience has in some typical stories

covered by local television news. It also sheds some light on audience

preferences for such typical -newscast elements as "happy talk," "commentaries"

and newscaster combinations.

Some of the findings might be generalized to a broader popufation, but

the generalizing should be done with some caution. While it is true that

San Diego audience members are likely typical of most populations, and tF6t

the newscast elements and methods of presentation on San Diego's local television

stations are likely typical of most other stations, there are probably enough

-differences tomarrant such caution.
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